SECTION 1
We introduce necessary notations: let P is subset of set of integers;Ũ (X); U (Y );Ũ (Z) are linear spaces of functions of kind:
a (x) = P n2P a n n (x) ; x 2 X; b (y) = P 
where (x) = f n (x)g n2P ; (y) = f n (y)g n2P ; (z) = f n (z)g n2P (2) are basic systems of functions. V (P ) is set of factors: a = fa n g n2P ; b = fb n g n2P ; c = fc n g n2P
(3) such, that : a) at a; b; and c from V (P ) all expansions (1) make sense; b) V (P ) -forms the algebra relatively by coordinate of multiplication: a b = fa n b n g n2P 2 V (P ) ; 8a; b 2 V (P ) : (4) Hence, the linear operators are de ned as:
A : V (P ) ! e U (X) ; B : V (P ) ! e U (Y ) ; C : V (P ) ! e U (Z) ; (5) associating to elements (3) from V (P ) functions: a (x) 2 e U (X) ; b (y) 2 e U (Y ) ; c (z) 2 e U (Z) with help series (1).
Assuming:
we shall suppose that inverse operators A ?1 ; B ?1 and C ?1 are de nes, which bijectively mapping spaces U (X); U (Y ) and U (Z) respectively on V (P ) and by this the linear functionals are given:
(a (x) ; n (x)) = a n ; (b (y) ; n (y)) = b n ; (c (z) ; n (z)) = c n ; n 2 P: (7)
The combinations of two types of basic systems are considered below: a) orthonormal systems (2) with weight functions u(x); v(y) and w(z) respectively and consequently a)
n (x) = x n ; n (y) = y n ; n (z) = z n ; so a n = 
Thus, problem of search of explicit form polyconvolutions (11)- (12) is reduced to: 1) validity of rearrangement order of summation and integration in (10), 2) summations of series (12), which describes kernels of convolutions (11), 3) belonging of convolution (11) to U (Z).
SECTION 2
Now we de ne dual to (10)-(11) polyconvolutions. At rst we some change previously introduced notations.
Let: P a ; P b ; P c -are subsets of set integers; V (P a );Ṽ (P b );Ṽ (P c ) are linear spaces of sequences (compare with (3)): a = fa n g n2Pa ; b = fb n g n2P b ; c = fc n g n2Pc ; (3 0 ) such that correspondenting expansions (1) are valid, in which summation is conducted by sets P a ; P b ; and P c instead of P, and X = Y = Z. Hence, in (2) P is also replaced by corresponding sets P a ; P b ; and P c . In these cases instead of (1) and (2) we shall write (1') and (2').
We notate set of functions (1') as U(X) such that: 
